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THE PROBLEM OF POPULATION IN ASIA

By Yoichi Itagaki

Professor of International Relations

I. The Asian Demographic Position in the World Population

If we roughly take two billion four hundred million as the total population of the World today, we must first note the fact that Asia, comprising merely one-fifth of the total land surface of the World, has a population of more than one billion two hundred million, which is over one-half of the total population of the World. One of the characteristic features of Asia, as compared with other underdeveloped areas, is the immense population pressure upon its land and natural resources. "The Asian masses", "Asian type of poverty", etc. are often used to describe the state of over-population, characteristic of Asia. The reason why the Asian population problem has a special significance in the World population problem is not only because the Asian population comprises one-half of the total population of the World and has a numerical superiority, but also, because the increments to World population in future are more likely to take place in these areas of Asia alone.

The modern law of population growth shows a sequence of high birth—high death, high birth—low death, low birth—low death. Now, if we classify the population of the World into groups in reference to this process of transmutation on the basis of the differentials shown in the population growth, we shall clearly find the Asian demographic position in the World population.

The first group is what Warren Thompson calls "the stationary peoples", or what Frank W. Notestein calls "the incipient decline type".1 To this group belong the peoples that have completed the final stage in the cycle of population growth according to the modern law. The characters of this group are:—1) the death rate is low, 2) the birth rate is low and falling down more rapidly than the death rate, 3) consequently, the population ceases to grow, or even begins to decrease. The second group is called "the expanding peoples" (Thompson), or "the transitional growth type" (Notestein). In the countries belonging to this group, there are some areas

in which the birth rate began declining, but it is still considerably high: Here the death rate is dropping, at least as rapidly as the birth rate. The third group is called "the pre-industrial peoples" (Thompson), or "the high growth potential type" (Notestein). In the countries of this group, both the birth rate and the death rate are high and uncontrolled, fluctuating year after year due to situations arising from time to time. All countries of Asia, with the exception of Japan, belong to this group. There can be no doubt, however, that with the progress of the industrialization of these countries, they will sooner or later enter the second stage of population growth.

The classification of the peoples of the World according to their characters or trends in reference to the three phases of the demographic cycle is a familiar and well-established method adopted by modern demography. There is also another method which might be applied for comprehending more clearly the demographic situation of Asia. It is the five-phase theory of S. Chandrasekhar. According to him, (1) "The high stationary phase, which is the population condition of agricultural communities living near the subsistence level and is characterised by a high birth rate and an equally high death rate. (2) The early expanding phase, which is marked by a high birth rate and a lower or falling death rate. This stage is the initial reaction to modern influences. (3) The late expanding phase, which is marked by declining birth and death rates. While both birth and death rates are relatively low, the death rates are invariably lower than the birth rates, so that annual population increases still occur. (4) The low stationary phase marked by a low birth and death rate. Here the net reproduction rate stands about unity and the population is advanced, industrialised and rather stabilised. (5) The declining phase marked by an actual excess of deaths over births and by a fall in population numbers." The important population problem of the World today is the population growth in the second and third phases of the demographic cycle—the early and late expanding phases—almost all countries of Asia primarily being in the second phase. For a long time the population of Asia remained in the first high stationary phase. The birth rate stood as high as 40 per 1,000; the death rate was also extremely high. There was no universally rapid population increase. The death rates, especially, fluctuated between wide extremes, depending on the presence or absence of war, pestilence, and famine. But the Asian population may not forever remain stationary, nor stand in a state of saturation. Once political stability, economic advancement with adequate sanitary facilities be gained, a rapid population expansion will undoubtedly follow, according to the modern law of population growth.
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growth. Generally speaking, Asian countries, subsequent to 1920, may be regarded as having passed the first phase and entered the second. Now we shall examine what are the recent trends of the population situation prevailing in the various countries of Asia.

II. Perspectives of the Present Situation

It is difficult to know exactly how the natural increase of population is fluctuating by the excess of births over deaths in Asia, as statistical data on population are inadequate. However, roughly speaking, there are many countries in Asia where over one per cent of natural increase began to appear, and in some areas the rate of natural increase reached two to three per cent. Ceylon, Malaya, and Singapore are striking examples. But, the most important are the trends of population in China and India, as both of them have an extremely large population. Even if the natural increase of population in Ceylon and Malaya be three per cent, the initial population condition of these countries is respectively seven million and six million after all.

On the other hand, the population of China and India is about 470,000,000 and 350,000,000 respectively. If the rate of natural increase be 0.5%, their additional absolute increments will be so large as to stand beyond all comparison.

Moreover, China under the revolutionary regime has shown and will show more than one per cent of natural increase in several future decades with the progress of its rapid economic development. The current trend of the Indian population indicates a similar phenomenon.

As statistical data on China are not adequate, we shall examine the Indian situation, since we can find many available data. According to the 1951 census, the population of the Indian Union is 356,830,000, which includes about 109,000,000, of the additional increment made during the past 30 years (1921-1951). The fluctuation of the Indian population up to 1921 was of sporadic nature, showing irregular changes. But since then, the trend has shown a stability. As the crude rate of natural increase for the period 1921-1931 was 10.1 per 1,000, for the period 1931-1941 14.0, for the period 1941-1951 13.0—the average rate of natural increase for the past 30 year period being 1.2%. In view of these past records, it may be reason-
able to expect that in the next twenty years the increment of approximately 100,000,000 will be added to the present Indian population, the total being 450,000,000. If the rate of natural increase be 1%, the present population of India will be doubled in 70 years. Such a thing has happened in Japan. The population of Japan was multiplied by 2.36 during the period 1870-1940. Generally, the estimation of a future population increase is difficult, as the change in population involves numerous complicated factors.

To calculate a future population on the basis of its past record is meaningless, and even dangerous. Even we are aware of this, still we may reasonably estimate the World population in A.D. 2000 and set the hypothetical figure as 3,360,000,000, of which 2,000,000,000 will be the Asian population under the influence of the progress of economic development in Asia. It will be seen how important the Asian population is in respect to the change of the population of the World.

The most decisive factor that will influence the natural increase of population is the decrease of death rates. The striking characteristics of the population phenomena in Asia are the high birth rates and high death rates. But, along with the achievement of political stability, progress in social and economic status, advancement in public health and medical services, the death rates in Asia are rapidly falling. On the other hand, the birth rates do not fall as rapidly as the death rates, due to social institutions, deep-rooted traditions, and the way of life. Consequently, the direct effect of industrialization and economic development is apparent in the decline of the death rates, while the birth rates remain unchanged. Thus the population continues to grow. The rapid growth of population in Asia after World War II is the result of this decline of the death rates.

To illustrate this, we shall examine India. The 5-year average death rate which was 26.3 per 1,000 in 1921-1925, declined to 22.5 in 1941-1945, and further made a sharp drop to 14 in 1952. On the other hand, the 5-year average birth rate for the period 1921-1925 was 33.0 per 1,000, for 1941-1945 28.3, but in 1952 it still remained at 27. Thus, during the period from 1921-1925 to 1952, the speed of decline of the death rate was more than twice as high as that of the birth rate for the same period. In Ceylon, this contrast is more conspicuous. In 1920, the crude birth rate was 40 per 1,000, the crude death rate 32, thus, the natural increase being 8 per 1,000. But, 30 years later, the crude birth rate remains at 40, while the crude death rate has been reduced to 12, and the rate of natural increase

---
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For future projection of the Indian population, see, ibid. p. 89.


has become 28 instead of 8. If the rate of natural increase remains as it is, the population of Ceylon will be doubled in 26 years to come. The high rates of natural increase in other countries of Southeast Asia are due to the same cause, namely that while the high birth rate remains, the death rate has been rapidly reduced.

The type of demographic cycle of Asia clearly belongs to the early expanding phase, as pointed out by S. Chandrasekhar. The present population increase in Asia bears a high growth potential resulting from the difference by the time lag due to the initial effect of modern economic development, which reacted slowly upon the birth rate, but very speedily upon the death rate.

III. The Road to Solution

We have observed the characteristics of the existing Asian population growth and its future perspective. Now, we must examine the solution. The phenomena of population growth are the joint product of the operation of highly complicated factors, demographic, moral, social, political, and economic. Therefore, the method for solution is bound to be of comprehensive nature. No single method can solve the problem.

Generally speaking, there have been two views as to the method of solution of the population problem, each placing emphasis on certain aspects. One is the demographic solution, and the other the economic solution. With regard to the Asian population problem, authorities on demography in more industrialized countries such as Notestein and Thompson put emphasis on birth control for the areas of heavy population pressure as a means of solution. On the other hand, those who stand on the side of backward pre-industrial countries, though recognizing the importance of birth control, have emphasized that the solution lies in the enlargement of the population-sustaining capacity by rapid economic development through agricultural improvement and industrialization.

This latter view expresses, undoubtedly, an orthodox and permanent solution. Such was the course that Western society took. As historical
experience has shown, the increase in productivity through industrialization and economic development, and consequently, the advancement of standard of living with the increase of real income per capita will necessarily react on the demographic phenomena, and according to the modern law of the demographic cycle, a combination of a high birth rate and a high death rate will be replaced by a combination of a low birth rate and a low death rate, and ultimately, a population balance will be reached. Such a demographic transition took place not only in Western society but here in Japan. It is therefore reasonable to expect that the same phenomenon will occur in other countries of Asia.

Those who hold such a view do not think that the process of population change occurs independently, but they think rather it goes on deeply woven in the process of evolution of social and economic fabrics. Consequently, the new ideal of small families, practice of birth control, and reduction of the death rate are bound to take place, as a natural outcome, in the urban industrial society, of the process of urbanization11 and industrialization, which involves in turn an advancement in education, sanitation, technique, and real income, as well as the higher of the standard of living. Indeed such an ideal is not given from outside or from above unilaterally.

There are sufficient reasons for supporting such a socio-economic approach. However, the advocates of a demographic approach point out the following difficulties.

Firstly, although a population balance may be reached ultimately as a result of the modern economic and social development, it is not possible to wait the whole period of such a demographic process or natural transition. The unavoidable difficulty relating to the Asian population increase is how to keep down to the minimum a rapid population increase12 which is bound to occur in the initial stage of the modern economic development.

Secondly, as mentioned above, the problem is the huge absolute increment on the top of the very massive existing population, rather than the rate of increase. At least in India, there is the terrifying fact that the increment of her population from 4,000,000 to 5,000,000 will occur annually in the next several decades. And it is impossible to provide employment for such a huge annual increment of population in non-agricultural sectors of economy.

Thirdly, even if it is possible, an extremely rapid industrialization must be carried out in such a case as a part of the economic development pro-

gram; and we must not overlook the fact that there is an inherent limitation in respect to raw materials, capital, skilled labor, technical knowledge, managerial ability, and markets for trade required for the purpose intended. There is also a limitation in outside aid for capital and technique. And if such a program is to be carried out without outside aid, there will be no other outlet other than to follow the course leading to the establishment of a strong totalitarian government at the sacrifice of democracy. The experience of the Soviet Union made this possible. But, "the Russian example shows that fast industrialization is possible, but it also shows that the cost is heavy."\textsuperscript{13}

Fourthly, the present Asian population problem is placed in an extremely disadvantageous international situation as compared with that of 19th century Europe, which rescued its increased population brought into being by the modern economic development from its Malthusian dilemma by mass emigration into new undeveloped areas, development of colonies and expansion of trade markets.\textsuperscript{14} Today, such opportunities or frontiers are practically lost. For a country to seek a means for solution outside its own borders is impossible.

As seen above, it is impossible to find a simple and easy way out for the Asian population problem. Asia is suffering from various contradictions and is in a vicious circle\textsuperscript{15} in its course of development. The population problem is one of them, and the most serious one. Yet we cannot stand idle simply because there is no easy way to overcome the difficulty. Asia must find its own solution.

Probably, Asia must adopt the following methods in order to solve its population problem. As mentioned above, its attitude should not be such as to choose one or the other, that is either the demographic solution or the economic solution, but rather it should be such as to adjust these two methods and employ them side by side. It should be a fundamental policy to be adopted in the economic development program for Asia to check the growth of population by the practice of birth control and planned parenthood through the planned enlightenment movement, education, and a widespread establishment of facilities and conveniences, weaving the family planning into the economic development program as an integral part, not allowing a rapid population increase tendency, as may be brought about as a result of speedy economic development.

Such a policy has already been adopted by India and integrated into the First Five Year Plan, and the future is not entirely pessimistic. According to the report by Chandrasekhar, generally speaking, there is no

\textsuperscript{13} K. Davis, \textit{The Population of India and Pakistan}. p. 229.
organized cultural, institutional or religious opposition to planned parenthood in present India and therefore if the strenuous efforts are made by the Government for the dissemination of universal knowledge and facilities for the practice of birth control, a considerable effect can be expected. In India, organized activities have just begun; although it is quite difficult to expect their immediate outcome, it is praiseworthy that India, fully aware of the fact that the advancement attained by the economic development is most likely to be cancelled by its population increase, has adopted a bold new policy for population control.

The chronic misery and poverty of Asia lies in its low productivity due to its pre-industrial character of production methods. Therefore, in order to achieve a speedy improvement in productive capacity and advancement of the standard of living through modernization of production methods and, above all, to expedite a diversified and balanced national economic structure, correcting its mono-cultural colonial economic structure, Asian nationalism will be bound to endeavor to materialize a large-scale and rapid economic development even though there might occur a speedy population increase at the initial stage of economic development. In that case, it must be remembered that, unless such an economic development program has as its integral part some measures of population control to keep the growing population pressure as low as possible, freedom from poverty and the highering of the standard of living, which are the ultimate goal for economic development planning, cannot be realized.